
SUSTAINABLE FINANCE: HOW MUCH DO WE KNOW?   - 2nd EDITION
DIGITAL ROUND TABLE – OCTOBER  2022



Radio 24 will organize in October the second edition of the digital streaming round
table on the theme of sustainable finance which will aim to bring this very topical
topic to the attention of listeners.

Sustainable Finance: how much we know?
Digital Round Table

Debora Rosciani and Mauro Meazza, journalists and presenters of the successful Radio 
24 Due di Denari program, together with guests and experts, will take stock of the 
debated issue of sustainable finance, in terms of environmental, social and governance 
impact.

FORMAT 

 Duration: 2 hours, from 15.00 to 17.00

 Location: journalists present at the headquarters of Il Sole 24 Ore and guests 
connected remotely;

 How: through a dedicated platform that will allow streaming of the event and the 
participation and interaction of listeners, upon registration from the Radio 24 
website.

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE - DIGITAL ROUND TABLE



The new appointment follows the event organized on April 21, 2021
which saw enormous success from the point of view of public
interaction and interest in the topic.

Event data “Sustainable Finance'' - 1st edition
 Registered users: 1.900 
 Users connected during the event : 1.000
 Average duration of participation (total duration of the event 130 

minutes) : 114 minutes
 Percentage of interest in the event *: 77%
 Attention rate **: 70%
 Over 160 questions in real time

*percentage value that indicates how long the user was connected with respect to the total duration 
of the event [in this case compared to the 120 minutes of the overall duration of the event]

** a percentage that indicates the amount of time in which the participant kept the attention level on 
the event screen high [that is, kept the streaming screen in the foreground without performing other 
operations]

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE - DIGITAL ROUND TABLE
The success of  the 1st edition



SUSTAINABLE FINANCE - DIGITAL ROUND TABLE
Environmental and health issues have radically changed our daily
lives, political agendas and, of course, our approach to saving and
investing. From the disorder caused by the emergencies, an order
gradually takes shape regulated by requests unpublished until a few
years ago.

Alongside a now widespread sensitivity to the climate and to
sustainable production and consumption practices, a strong desire
to orient their decisions to ESG criteria is emerging in the choices of
investors: that is, respecting the environment, the social aspect and
governance. of businesses. While the national and supranational
regulatory framework is being composed, professional operators
and retail savers join forces in promoting sustainable behavior and
rejecting offline attitudes.

The event is an opportunity to take stock of the regulatory
framework and the offer of adequate financial instruments, with
the testimonies of the authorities, economists and specialists in the
sector.

* The exact definition of the themes will be by the editorial staff



COMMUNICATION ON RADIO 24  
To inform all listeners of the event and invite them to register
to participate, starting 2 weeks before, a co-brand
promotional campaign will be broadcast in order to attract
the maximum interest of the radio audience.

N.5 * 30 "co-brand promo per day, in rotation from 6.00 to
24.00.

Each day, for 14 days, each partner will be mentioned in 5 co-
brand promos for a total of 70 co-brand promos.

The co-brand promos will mention the collaboration between
Radio 24 and the partners participating in the initiative.

In addition, the digital event will be remembered broadcast
on Radio 24 in the programs most in line with the issues
addressed.

* In the event of the co-presence of 4 sponsors, the daily schedule will include 5 
co-brand promo steps for each customer. Two subjects will be scheduled, in 
each of which 2 sponsors will be explained at a time that will rotate. 



Radio 24 listeners will be able to find all the information to
register on radio24.it, in the Special Initiatives section.

The page dedicated to the event will be online starting from
the previous two weeks - in conjunction with the on-air
communication -, and will provide all the details to participate,
the topics covered.

RADIO24.IT



LIVE DRT ON RADIO 24 +1 
In addition to radio24.it, the live broadcast of the
Digital Round Table can be followed on air by listeners
on Radio 24 + 1.

Research carried out on the subject shows that
Italians love to listen to digital radio. Today there are
over 8 million DAB + digital receivers in the homes
and cars of Italians and within the year they will
exceed the threshold of 9 million. DAB + is an
increasingly familiar radio listening experience, an
efficient and very welcome service. Finally, the DAB +
digital radio transmission system allows for excellent
quality listening.



Parallel to the radio campaign, in the two weeks prior to the
digital event, there will be two press adv on Il Sole 24 Ore, one a
week, in which the partnership with the customer will be made
explicit (logo insertion).

N. 2 pages in different formats (Full, half, quarter)

PRESS ADVERTISING ON Il SOLE 24 ORE

Example



In support of the radio campaign and in the
newspaper, 4 Dems will be sent to the Sole 24 Ore
and Radio 24 profiled database, which will aim to
communicate the date of the digital round table to
the target audience by sending it back to the Radio
24 website for registration.

Within the Dem, the partnership with the Customer
will be made explicit (logo insertion).

At the end of the event, a list with the data of the
users who have consented to privacy during the
registration phase will be given to the Partner Client.

DEM

Esempi
Example



As a corollary to the communication in support, in 
the week prior to the digital round table, a multi-
format campaign is planned, in digital rotation, on 
Ilsole24.ore.com

300.00  Impressions

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN 

Example



The event will also be followed and told through launches on
social networks - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Linkedin.

The streaming of the digital round table will be available for
the next two weeks on radio24.it

THE SOCIAL CHANNELS OF RADIO24.IT



In the two weeks prior to the digital event, 
two releases will also be planned on them 
newspapers Dailymedia and Dailynet. 

DAILY MEDIA AND DAILYNET



Waiting Room



Traduzione simultanea 
in inglese

Digital Round Table Sustainable Finance. How much do we know?
The floor to managers, consultants and savers. 



Digital Round Table Sustainable Finance. How much do we know?
The floor to managers, consultants and savers. 



ECONOMICS
COMMUNICATION ON RADIO 24

⁄ Mention of the partnership in the co-brand promos broadcast in the 2 weeks prior to the event (5 per day for 14 days for a total of 70 Citations)

INTERNET PAGE ON RADIO24.IT

⁄ Mention of the partnership with the sponsor's logo in the section dedicated to the event, from which it is possible to register to participate

LIVE DIGITAL ROUND TABLE ON RADIO 24+1

PRESS ADV 

⁄ Explanation of the partnership with the sponsors' logo on the promotion page of the digital round table (2 issues in different formats on Il Sole 24 Ore)

DEM

⁄ 3 Dems to the Sole 24 Ore database with sponsors' logos

DIGITAL E SOCIAL COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN

/ Insertion of the Partner logo in the creatives planned and delivered in digital rotation on Sole24Ore.com and in the supporting social campaign

DAILY MEDIA

/  Explanation of the partnership with the sponsors' logo (2 issues)

USER DATA

Transfer to the Customer of the data of users who have registered to participate in the event and who have given their consent to privacy

N.B. Minimum n. 4 sponsors
ECONOMIC OFFER: € 25.000 net net a Sponsor
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